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Winner of a Gold Medal from the prestigious Mom's Choice Awards, Behind the Mist is
the first book of The Mist Trilogy, the horse lover's fantasy, in which the noble and great
horses are chosen to become unicorns when they die. The Legion of the Unicorn and
Nick, the first human allowed into their kingdom, must battle the evil unicorn,
Hasbadana.
A life, less ordinary made extraordinary by the search for the divinity within. Tracing the
journeys of people from varied professions, this is a tale of self-discovery, the science
of spirituality and long-lost love while a young scientist comes to terms with his
childhood dreams. Join an uplifting narrative crafted by Shashi as he takes you on a
journey with the Monk- high on the mountains and in depths of broken hearts.
Erick Setiawan's richly atmospheric debut is a beautiful, engrossing fable of three
generations of women in two families; their destructive jealousies, their loves and
losses, their sacrifices and deeply rooted deceptions, and their triumphs. Of Bees and
Mist is a fable of one woman's determination to overcome the haunting magic that is
created by the people she loves and the oppressive secrets behind their broken lives.
Raised in a sepulchral house where ghosts dwell in mirrors, Meridia spends her
childhood feeling neglected and invisible. Every evening her father vanishes inside a
blue mist without so much as an explanation, and her mother spends her days
beheading cauliflowers in the kitchen. At sixteen, desperate to escape, Meridia marries
a tenderhearted young man. Little does she suspect that his family is harboring secrets
of their own. There is a grave hidden in the garden. There are two sisters groomed from
birth to despise each other. And there is Eva, the formidable matriarch whose
grievances swarm the air like an army of bees—the wickedest mother-in-law imaginable.
Erick Setiawan takes Meridia on a tumultuous ride of hope and heartbreak as she
struggles to keep her young family together and discovers long-kept secrets about her
own past as well as the shocking truths about her husband's family.
In a realm where toxic mist sweeps the lands and magic is forbidden, all Bleak wants is
a cure for her power. Still grieving the death of her guardian and dangerously selfmedicating with alcohol, Bleak is snatched from her home by the Commander of the
King's Army, and summoned to the capital. But the king isn't the only one interested in
Bleak's powers. The leader of an infamous society of warriors, the Valia Kindred, lays
claim to her as well, and Bleak finds herself in the middle of a much bigger battle than
she anticipated. Heart of Mist is the gripping first book in The Oremere Chronicles, a
fantasy series of epic proportions.
While organizing the summer's Highland Games at her family's Great Smoky Mountain
resort, Lily Stewart gets more than she bargained for whey sexy Scottish filmmaker Ian
MacDougall MacKenzie arrives to film the annual festival, unaware that Ian is really
there to recover the Brooch of Lorn, a priceless family heirloom. Original.
One prophecy to save the world. Two realms fighting for control. Three Druid sisters
who hold the key to salvation and the hearts of the men who would love them. Join New
York Times bestselling author Donna Grant as she transports you into the dark and
dangerous world of the Druids. AN HONORABLE LAIRD… Laird Connall MacInness
was born to a clan that for centuries has been charged with the guarding of the sacred
Druids. ‘Tis a duty he has always met with a willing heart, until the day his sister, a
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Druid priestess, goes missing, and the very Druids he has protected refuse to help him
find the last remaining member of his family. Then a 300 year old prophecy places a
Druid priestess in his hands for safekeeping. ‘Tis the chance at revenge that he’s
been waiting for, but is he willing to pay the cost his revenge will demand–the loss of his
mate and the future of Scotland? A WILLING LASS… Glenna MacNeil wants only to be
free, to find the purpose of her life. When she is told to look for the dark laird that would
free her, she eagerly goes with the powerful laird who fights her clan, not realizing she
has set in motion events that will change the course of history.
The pathfinder, Shea, has chosen to make a place for herself among her former
captors, leaving behind her people and the life she once knew. However, not all
welcome this outsider in their midst. Shea will find that surviving alone in the wilderness
is child’s play next to navigating the politics that come with her new position. Especially
when it becomes evident that there are those out for her blood. As a new danger looms
on the horizon, Shea and her warlord will need all the allies they can find. Because
something is stirring in the barren lands from which all beasts are born. Something old
and not seen since the last cataclysm. Can Shea protect her people from this new
threat or will it be the dangers from within her own inner circle that destroy her?
In the action-packed sequel to Duel of Fire, unknown foes conspire to end Siv's reign
before it truly begins. But Dara is keeping secrets from her king-and the one involving a
fiery newfound ability is getting harder to hide.
The highly anticipated sequel to New York Times bestselling Flame in the Mist--an
addictive, sumptuous finale that will leave readers breathless from the bestselling
author of The Wrath and the Dawn. After Okami is captured in the Jukai forest, Mariko
has no choice--to rescue him, she must return to Inako and face the dangers that have
been waiting for her in the Heian Castle. She tricks her brother, Kenshin, and betrothed,
Raiden, into thinking she was being held by the Black Clan against her will, playing the
part of the dutiful bride-to-be to infiltrate the emperor's ranks and uncover the truth
behind the betrayal that almost left her dead. With the wedding plans already
underway, Mariko pretends to be consumed with her upcoming nuptials, all the while
using her royal standing to peel back the layers of lies and deception surrounding the
imperial court. But each secret she unfurls gives way to the next, ensnaring Mariko and
Okami in a political scheme that threatens their honor, their love and the very safety of
the empire.
The #1 New York Times bestselling sequel to Sarah J. Maas's stunning and seductive
A Court of Thorns and Roses.
Think Game of Thrones meets Buffy the Vampire Slayer with a drizzle of E.L. James Telegraph Perfect for fans of Jessica Jones and True Blood, this is a blockbuster
modern fantasy set in a divided world where one woman must uncover the truth to seek
her revenge. Half-Fae, half-human Bryce Quinlan loves her life. Every night is a party
and Bryce is going to savour all the pleasures Lunathion – also known as Crescent City
– has to offer. But then a brutal murder shakes the very foundations of the city, and
brings Bryce's world crashing down. Two years later, Bryce still haunts the city's most
notorious nightclubs – but seeking only oblivion now. Then the murderer attacks again.
And when an infamous Fallen angel, Hunt Athalar, is assigned to watch her every
footstep, Bryce knows she can't forget any longer. As Bryce and Hunt fight to unravel
the mystery, and their own dark pasts, the threads they tug ripple through the
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underbelly of the city, across warring continents, and down to the deepest levels of Hel,
where things that have been sleeping for millennia are beginning to stir ... With
unforgettable characters and page-turning suspense, this richly inventive new fantasy
series by #1 New York Times bestselling author Sarah J. Maas delves into the
heartache of loss, the price of freedom – and the power of love.
Deep in the heart of a mist-shrouded island, an impossible secret is about to be
discovered. Twig is used to feeling unwanted. Sent to live on a pony ranch for
"troubled" girls on a misty, haunted island, Twig is about to discover the impossible —
someone who needs her. Jolted awake from a bad dream, Twig follows the desperate
whinny of a terrified horse out to the stables. There in the straw is a bleating little scrap
of moonbeam. A silver-white filly with cloven hooves and a tiny, spiraling horn. A baby
unicorn. Now Twig knows what secret is hiding in the island's mist: the last free unicorn
herd. And a mysterious boy named Ben who insists that this impossible creature is now
Twig's to care for. That she needs Twig's love and protection. Because there's
something out there in the deep, dense shadows that's hunting for them... "R. R.
Russell's Wonder Light dares to explore a world where unicorns are creatures of
wonder and power, and girls can find both strength and courage to be
themselves."—Robin Hobb, International bestselling author
Captured by an evil sorcerer, I’m forced to become his apprentice and learn forbidden
magic. Teetering on the edge between good and evil, I trade my soul for power. Allemar
wants to control me, but little does he know the shifter he’s caged-- is not easily tamed.
My training draws me closer to Aspen, the forsaken prince, wanted for treason against
the crown. My sisters have always feared him, but I can see the man beneath the cloak
of hate. For I am Maeve, one of the adoptive daughters of Lady Eville. I hunt the truth,
seeking the one who murders my shifter friends. But what will I do when all evidence
points to Aspen and the dark magic he wields? Unleash the beast within.
War is here. Toxic mist drives all life to the brink of destruction and the conqueror
queen, Ines, has her talons in the kings of the realm. Bleak, having discovered her true
heritage, must now scour the lands for the one thing that might save them all. But the
search is a treacherous one, one that will push her to the very limits of endurance.
Amidst secrets, lies and the intricacies of battle, Bleak and her companions learn just
how far they'll go for the ones they love. But will it be enough? As deadly forces grapple
for power across the continents; families, friends and allies unite to take one final stand.
Explosive revelations, heart-wrenching betrayals and breathtaking magic soar in the
epic conclusion to Helen Scheuerer's bestselling trilogy, The Oremere Chronicles.
Required by ancient magic to assume the dangerous position previously held by the
father she barely knew, Keri relies on her three clever guides and struggles to
outmaneuver her treacherous half-brothers while working to repair a failing boundary
between her people and land-hungry neighbors.
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • From the winner of the Nobel Prize in Literature and
author of Never Let Me Go and the Booker Prize–winning novel The Remains of the
Day comes a luminous meditation on the act of forgetting and the power of memory. In
post-Arthurian Britain, the wars that once raged between the Saxons and the Britons
have finally ceased. Axl and Beatrice, an elderly British couple, set off to visit their son,
whom they haven't seen in years. And, because a strange mist has caused mass
amnesia throughout the land, they can scarcely remember anything about him. As they
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are joined on their journey by a Saxon warrior, his orphan charge, and an illustrious
knight, Axl and Beatrice slowly begin to remember the dark and troubled past they all
share. By turns savage, suspenseful, and intensely moving, The Buried Giant is a
luminous meditation on the act of forgetting and the power of memory.

Rayne's Mother is a ruthless Fae hunter. So she was kept hidden from the
magical world for her safety. But someone has exposed her. And now, its open
season on Rayne...
A gorgeous timeslip romance for fans of Kate Mosse, Diana Gabaldon and
Barbara Erskine. Maddie is restless in London. She has friends, a job and a sortof boyfriend, but something in her life is missing. Then she visits the ancient
village of Walditch, deep in the Dorset countryside. Something stirs in her, and on
a whim she buys a centuries-old cottage and moves there three months later.
Her friends think she's crazy, but for Maddie it feels like coming home. Late at
night in the cottage, Maddie hears strange noises and sees mist gathering
indoors and out. When she starts investigating the cottage's history, she
becomes drawn into the tragic story of a family who lived here 400 years ago.
Meanwhile, Maddie starts to fall in love with a local carpenter – but he has a
relationship already... Can Maddie solve the riddle of the past? What is her
connection with the family that lived there so many years ago? And can she and
her true love ever be together? Previously published as The Forgotten Promise.
What readers are saying about Kate Ryder: 'Searingly emotional,
compassionately told and wonderfully uplifting, this is one book you will
remember long after the last page is turned' Julie Bonello, NetGalley. 'The author
has a deft touch in handling emotion – her characters are totally sympathetic and
believable, surprisingly and satisfyingly complex' Anne Williams, NetGalley. 'A
fantastic read ... If you are looking for some heat in these cold days of spring then
look no further as this is the book for you. Warmth, romance and the Cornish
breeze flow from these pages' Michelle Russell, NetGalley. 'Absolutely loved it:
friendship, romance, family, scary stalker, wonderfully described scenery, a well
written story – what more can one ask for?' Donna Orrock, Netgalley. 'Really
enjoyed the characters and plot of this book' Jamie Dyer, NetGalley. 'I look
forward to more from this author and maybe get to "visit" the Cornish cove
again!?' Sharley Phillips, NetGalley. 'The storytelling in this book is first class ...
The final chapters are heartrending and poignant and maintain Cara and Oliver's
authenticity' Jane Hunt, NetGalley.
What's lurking in the Mist is the least of their worries... In a world where humanity
lives in the sky to escape a deadly mist below, Cass's only goal is survival. That
is, until she finds a job on the airship Daedalus as a diver. Now she explores
ruined cities, looking for treasure and people's lost heirlooms until a young man
hires her to find the impossible: a way to eradicate the Mist. Theodore
Winchester is a member of one of the Five Families that rule the skies. Following
in his father's footsteps, he searches for the source of the Mist and hopes to stop
the purges used to control overpopulation. But what he finds are horrifying
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secrets and lethal ambition. If he continues his quest, it could mean his own
death. The Mist is rising and soon the world will be enveloped in its deadly
embrace, turning what's left of humanity into the undead.
The magical saga of the women behind King Arthur's throne. “A monumental
reimagining of the Arthurian legends . . . reading it is a deeply moving and at
times uncanny experience. . . . An impressive achievement.”—The New York
Times Book Review In Marion Zimmer Bradley's masterpiece, we see the tumult
and adventures of Camelot's court through the eyes of the women who bolstered
the king's rise and schemed for his fall. From their childhoods through the
ultimate fulfillment of their destinies, we follow these women and the diverse cast
of characters that surrounds them as the great Arthurian epic unfolds stunningly
before us. As Morgaine and Gwenhwyfar struggle for control over the fate of
Arthur's kingdom, as the Knights of the Round Table take on their infamous
quest, as Merlin and Viviane wield their magics for the future of Old Britain, the
Isle of Avalon slips further into the impenetrable mists of memory, until the fissure
between old and new worlds' and old and new religions' claims its most famous
victim.
A deadly contest. A vaulting ambition. How far will one cyren go to win? Mighty
cyrens have ruled the ancient lair of Saddoriel for centuries. A cavernous
fortress, a subterranean labyrinth of tunnels and levels, powered by magic and
music... From the moment she was born, Roh, the daughter of an infamous
criminal, has been despised by her own kind. Restricted to the Lower Sector and
forced to work as a common bone cleaner, she has always believed she belongs
above: where lies adventure... and power. Opportunity arises in the form of the
Queen's Tournament, a treacherous set of trials that could see the victor
crowned ruler of the entire lair. Up against the most cunning, dangerous cyrens in
all the realms, does Roh stand a chance? A Lair of Bones is the first gripping
book in the dark fantasy quartet, Curse of the Cyren Queen.
“Ruiz Zafón’s visionary storytelling prowess is a genre unto itself.”—USA Today
Return to the mythical Barcelona library known as the Cemetery of Forgotten
Books in this posthumous collection of stories from the New York Times
bestselling author of The Shadow of the Wind and The Labyrinth of the Spirits.
Bestselling author Carlos Ruiz Zafón conceived of this collection of stories as an
appreciation to the countless readers who joined him on the extraordinary
journey that began with The Shadow of the Wind. Comprising eleven stories,
most of them never before published in English, The City of Mist offers the reader
compelling characters, unique situations, and a gothic atmosphere reminiscent of
his beloved Cemetery of Forgotten Books quartet. The stories are mysterious,
imbued with a sense of menace, and told with the warmth, wit, and humor of
Zafón's inimitable voice. A boy decides to become a writer when he discovers
that his creative gifts capture the attentions of an aloof young beauty who has
stolen his heart. A labyrinth maker flees Constantinople to a plague-ridden
Barcelona, with plans for building a library impervious to the destruction of time.
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A strange gentleman tempts Cervantes to write a book like no other, each page
of which could prolong the life of the woman he loves. And a brilliant Catalan
architect named Antoni Gaudí reluctantly agrees to cross the ocean to New York,
a voyage that will determine the fate of an unfinished masterpiece. Imaginative
and beguiling, these and other stories in The City of Mist summon up the
mesmerizing magic of their brilliant creator and invite us to come dream along
with him.
Piper Taylor concedes she’ll never fall in love, until a treacherous storm spirals
her into the arms of the handsome Nick Cramer. Unrelenting remorse over a past
relationship haunts Nick, but he can’t deny the mysterious connection and hot
desire Piper evokes. The allure of a secret portal hidden beneath Atlanta’s Lake
Lanier tempts him into seizing the opportunity to change his mistakes. But his
time slip triggers consequences beyond his wildest dreams. Can Piper avoid the
international espionage and terrorism of 2001 New York, find Nick, and bring him
home before he alters the fabric of time, or will the lovers drift forever Beyond
The Mist?
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Wrath and the Dawn,
comes a sweeping, action-packed YA adventure set against the backdrop of
Feudal Japan where Mulan meets Throne of Glass. The daughter of a prominent
samurai, Mariko has long known her place—she may be an accomplished
alchemist, whose cunning rivals that of her brother Kenshin, but because she is
not a boy, her future has always been out of her hands. At just seventeen years
old, Mariko is promised to Minamoto Raiden, the son of the emperor's favorite
consort—a political marriage that will elevate her family's standing. But en route to
the imperial city of Inako, Mariko narrowly escapes a bloody ambush by a
dangerous gang of bandits known as the Black Clan, who she learns has been
hired to kill her before she reaches the palace. Dressed as a peasant boy, Mariko
sets out to infiltrate the Black Clan and track down those responsible for the
target on her back. Once she's within their ranks, though, Mariko finds for the first
time she's appreciated for her intellect and abilities. She even finds herself falling
in love—a love that will force her to question everything she's ever known about
her family, her purpose, and her deepest desires.
Fate whisked Ruby from a simple life in the Louisiana Bayou. But her new riches bring
more treachery than happiness... Even after a year as a Dumas, Ruby still wonders at
the splendor of the family's New Orleans mansion, and rejoices in the love of the father
she had never known. But true happiness in her new home is as elusive as d swamp
mist. Ruby must carefully avoid a venomous enemy: her stepmother, Daphne, who
cringes and sneers at her backwater upbringing. And Ruby's every effort to befriend her
twin sister, Gisselle -- especially since Gisselle's crippling accident -- is answered with
bitterness and vicious backstabbing. So idyllic Greenwood -- the exclusive girls'
boarding school that her father has chosen for his daughters' senior year -- seems to
promise some peace from the conniving Daphne, and maybe even a fresh start with
Gisselle. But Ruby's kind isn't welcome at Greenwood, and the legendarily strict
headmistress, Mrs. Ironwood, plots with her stepmother to make her life miserable.
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Meanwhile, Gisselle is on a mission to break every school rule, leaving Ruby to suffer
the humiliating punishments. But Ruby doesn't lose hope -- until a terrible tragedy
leaves her alone in a world that never really wanted her. Ruby will have to summon
every last ounce of her Cajun strength to reclaim her home, her future, and the
happiness she once knew....
One morning just before dawn, midwife Tabitha Eckles and British nobleman Dominick
Cherett cross paths on a misty beachhead in Virginia, leading them on a twisted path
through kidnappings, death threats, public disgrace and love. Original.
In the harsh Scottish highlands of 1565, superstition and treachery threaten a truce
between rival clans. It's a weak truce at first, bound only by an arranged engagement
between Anne MacGregor and Niall Campbell-the heirs of the feuding families. While
Niall wrestles with his suspicions about a traitor in his clan, Anne's actions do not go
unnoticed. And as accusations of witchcraft abound, the strong and sometimes callous
Campbell heir must fight for Anne's safety among disconcerted clan members.
Meanwhile his own safety in threatened with the ever-present threat of someone who
wants him dead. Will Niall discover the traitor's identity in time? Can Anne find a way to
fit into her new surroundings? Will the two learn to love each other despite the conflict?
With a perfect mix of a burgeoning romance and thrilling suspense, this book is
historical fiction at its best.
Du Cha Ming was a normal person. Going with the flow, never making any real
decisions. But then as Cha Ming begins to question his place in the universe, a fateful
encounter gives him another chance at life. A chance that takes him to a place where
he can make his own destiny.Reborn in an ancient land filled with demons, devils, and
angels, Cha Ming finds himself facing challenges he never imagined. He soon
discovers that only the powerful get to make choices, and the rest don't get a say at all.
Prior to his mysterious rebirth, he was left with a riddle, one that will change his life, for
better or for worse. But who left this riddle? And why was he sent here? Cha Ming sets
out to find the answers, because if he doesn't, he may lose himself and everything he
holds dear.Note: This novel is an Eastern fantasy novel, which means it contains a lot
of martial arts, asian mythical creatures, and many references to Buddhism and
Daoism. Cultivators fight to pursue immortality, fight demons and devils, and engage in
ancient crafts like alchemy and weapon forging. If you've never tried an Eastern fantasy
novel before, give it a try. You'll like it!
In a realm where toxic mist sweeps the lands and magic is forbidden, all Bleak wants is
a cure for her power. Still grieving the death of her guardian and dangerously selfmedicating with alcohol, Bleak is snatched from her home by the commander of the
king's army, and summoned to the capital.But the king isn't the only one interested in
Bleak's powers.The leader of an infamous society of warriors, the Valia Kindred, lays
claim to her as well, and Bleak nds herself in the middle of a much bigger battle than
she anticipated.Heart of Mist is the gripping rst book in The Oremere Chronicles, a
fantasy series of epic proportions.
Captain Roland Warvold tells Alexa and Yipes about the adventures he shared with his
brother Thomas in Elyon, before the wall went up and divided the world in two.
He would sell his warrior soul to possess her. . . . An alluring laird... He was known
throughout the kingdom as Hawk, legendary predator of the battlefield and the boudoir.
No woman could refuse his touch, but no woman ever stirred his heart—until a vengeful
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fairy tumbled Adrienne de Simone out of modern-day Seattle and into medieval
Scotland. Captive in a century not her own, entirely too bold, too outspoken, she was
an irresistible challenge to the sixteenth-century rogue. Coerced into a marriage with
Hawk, Adrienne vowed to keep him at arm's length—but his sweet seduction played
havoc with her resolve. A prisoner in time... She had a perfect "no" on her perfect lips
for the notorious laird, but Hawk swore she would whisper his name with desire,
begging for the passion he longed to ignite within her. Not even the barriers of time and
space would keep him from winning her love. Despite her uncertainty about following
the promptings of her own passionate heart, Adrienne's reservations were no match for
Hawk's determination to keep her by his side. . . .
At the close of Flame in the Mist, to end a bloodbath between the Black Clan and
imperial soldiers, ?kami allows himself to be taken prisoner by Prince Raiden, Mariko’s
betrothed. For someone who doesn’t believe in heroes, it’s a surprising choice: to
trade his life for the lives of his friends and the one he loves. For he will surely be killed
when he arrives in the Imperial City. But he decides if his life is the cost of love, it may
not be too high a price after all.
Mo Chridhe Gu Bràth. My heart forever. Ancient words, a powerful legend, a timeless love… Lily
Chastain has lost everything—her family, her inheritance, and her fiancé. Desperate to escape
her pain, she heads for a remote castle in Scotland, but is trapped by a violent storm along the
way. Injured and alone, she is drawn by a lighted cottage in the mist. What she finds there will
change her life forever. Attacked by a vicious rival and betrayed by someone from his own
clan, Bram Macgillivray finds himself alone and on the run. His father is dead, his holding all
but destroyed. Wanting vengeance, he seeks out the help of his cousins, but finds instead a
beautiful woman who calls to his heart. After losing herself in an unexpected and wonderful
night of sensuality, Lily wakes to find Bram gone. But even more disturbing, when she leaves
the sanctuary of the cottage, she finds that it has disappeared as well. Separated by over five
hundred years, yet tied together through a magic stronger than the bonds of time and place,
Lily and Bram fight to find each other again. And as Lily uncovers the secrets of the past, she
must race to find a way back to save the only man she’s ever truly loved.
#1 New York Times bestselling author Stephen King’s terrifying novella about a town engulfed
in a dense, mysterious mist as humanity makes its last stand against unholy
destruction—originally published in the acclaimed short story collection Skeleton Crew and
made into a TV series, as well as a feature film starring Thomas Jane and Marcia Gay Harden.
In the wake of a summer storm, terror descends...David Drayton, his son Billy, and their
neighbor Brent Norton join dozens of others and head to the local grocery store to replenish
supplies following a freak storm. Once there, they become trapped by a strange mist that has
enveloped the town. As the confinement takes its toll on their nerves, a religious zealot, Mrs.
Carmody, begins to play on their fears to convince them that this is God’s vengeance for their
sins. She insists a sacrifice must be made and two groups—those for and those against—are
aligned. Clearly, staying in the store may prove fatal, and the Draytons, along with store
employee Ollie Weeks, Amanda Dumfries, Irene Reppler, and Dan Miller, attempt to make
their escape. But what’s out there may be worse than what they left behind. This exhilarating
novella explores the horror in both the enemy you know—and the one you can only imagine.
From USA Today bestselling author Glynnis Campbell...A beautiful and deadly warrior lass
tracks down a savage Highlander and targets him for assassination, until she learns he's not
the villain he seems, but a noble laird desperate to win back both his tormented clan and her
precious heart. After a Highlander savagely attacks her clan, mysterious and elusive Feiyan la
Nuit knows she is the only warrior lass with the skills to track down the villain--and the nerve to
assassinate him. But when she flinches at coldblooded murder, he seizes the advantage,
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unmasking her and taking her hostage. The son of a laird, Dougal mac Darragh never intended
to wage war with the infamous Rivenlochs, nor is he the kind of man to hurt a lass, but now his
only hope to keep his clan safe is to ransom his beautiful captive. Soon a brutal secret comes
to light, one that threatens both their clans, and they discover that only by joining forces--and
hearts--in a desperate battle will they truly prove that love conquers all. BRIDE OF MIST Book
3 of The Warrior Daughters of Rivenloch One bride of Fire… One bride of Ice… One bride of
Mist… Born into the Rivenloch clan of warriors, Jenefer, Hallidis, and Feiyan, three fearless and
fierce Scots lasses, are ready to battle the world, until heart-melting heroes arrive to challenge
the spirited brides, storming their defenses and winning their hearts with the power of love.
Length: Novel Rating: R-rated for passionate passages In This Series The Warrior Daughters
of Rivenloch 1136 – THE STORMING (a novella) 1144 – A RIVENLOCH CHRISTMAS (a short
story) 1155 – BRIDE OF FIRE 1155 – BRIDE OF ICE 1156 – BRIDE OF MIST Key Themes:
Scottish historical romance, adventure stories, strong women, Highland brides, knights in
shining armor, hostage heroine, martial arts, female knight, medieval castle, cousins, sword
fighting, Highlander romance, women warriors, stories with humor More Historical Romances
by Glynnis Campbell The Warrior Maids of Rivenloch THE SHIPWRECK (a novella) A
YULETIDE KISS (a short story) LADY DANGER CAPTIVE HEART KNIGHT'S PRIZE The
Warrior Daughters of Rivenloch THE STORMING (a novella) A RIVENLOCH CHRISTMAS (a
short story) BRIDE OF FIRE BRIDE OF ICE BRIDE OF MIST The Knights of de Ware THE
HANDFASTING (a novella) MY CHAMPION MY WARRIOR MY HERO Medieval Outlaws THE
REIVER (a novella) DANGER'S KISS PASSION'S EXILE DESIRE'S RANSOM Scottish
Lasses THE OUTCAST (a novella) MacFARLAND'S LASS MacADAM'S LASS MacKENZIE'S
LASS California Legends THE STOWAWAY (a novella) NATIVE GOLD NATIVE WOLF
NATIVE HAWK
The realm's darkest secret is out.The cruelty of the capital and the power-hungry King Arden
have scattered Bleak and her companions across the continents.On the run in a foreign land,
Bleak finds herself tied to some unexpected strangers. When the answers she yearns for are
finally within reach, she must face the hard truths of her past, and take her fate into her own
hands before it's too late.Meanwhile, secrets and magic unravel as a dark power corrupts the
realm. Bleak's friends are forced to decide where their loyalties lie, and who, if anyone, they
can trust.But one thing is certain: war is coming, and they must all be ready when it
does.Intriguing and action-packed, Reign of Mist is the second instalment in Helen Scheuerer's
epic YA fantasy series, The Oremere Chronicles.
Winner of the Man Asian Literary Prize, an "elegant and haunting novel of war, art and
memory" (The Independent) from the critically acclaimed author of The Gift of Rain. Malaya,
1951. Yun Ling Teoh, the scarred lone survivor of a brutal Japanese wartime camp, seeks
solace among the jungle-fringed tea plantations of Cameron Highlands. There she discovers
Yugiri, the only Japanese garden in Malaya, and its owner and creator, the enigmatic Aritomo,
exiled former gardener of the emperor of Japan. Despite her hatred of the Japanese, Yun Ling
seeks to engage Aritomo to create a garden in memory of her sister, who died in the camp.
Aritomo refuses but agrees to accept Yun Ling as his apprentice "until the monsoon comes."
Then she can design a garden for herself. As the months pass, Yun Ling finds herself
intimately drawn to the gardener and his art, while all around them a communist guerilla war
rages. But the Garden of Evening Mists remains a place of mystery. Who is Aritomo and how
did he come to leave Japan? And is the real story of how Yun Ling managed to survive the war
perhaps the darkest secret of all?
The dwarf saluted and went. "Ah!" he said to himself as he waddled down the hill where he
hoped to find game, "ah! you do not fear men dead or living--overmuch; yet, Otter, it is true that
you are better here in the sun, though the sun is hot, than yonder in the cave. Say, Otter, why
does Baas Tom look so awful now that he is dead--he who was so gentle while yet he lived?
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Cheat did not look awful, only uglier. But then you killed Cheat, and the Heavens killed Baas
Tom and set their own seal upon him. And what will Baas Leonard do now that his brother is
dead and the Basutos have run away?
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